
BMC's shiftless big four just floats along ..... . 

At first thought, automatic 
transmission for the already
turgid Austin 1800 might 
seem a little strange. But 
think about it: where else can 
you buy a self-shifting, gutsy 
four with lounging room for 
five people? 

AND so the last of the family 
BMC range has come to us in 

automatic form. Now the lazy 
drivers, women drivers, and devotees 
of liquid-suspended one-leg driving 
can choose their size of family 
chario~-any of them with an auto
matic transmission - and ride bliss
fully into the sunset while their left 
arm withers and dies from disuse. 

While the MiniMatic and Morri!. 
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1100 automatic caused a stir among 
the automatic set, the Austm 1800 
has done more than that. In manual 
transmission form, the car got good 
Press, and showed up well for its 
size and weight in performance 
tests. The only serious argument 
we found to this was the overall 
fuel consumption in our testing. 

So much has been said over the 
past two years of the Austin 1800's 
feats in endurance runs and out
back proving tests that it's hard to 
expound its qualities without cover
ing the same ground. But a little 
research uncovered some interesting 
facts. When the 1800 was first intro
duced to Australia, it was virtually 
an English-built and designed car. 
However, certain modifications were 
made for its Australian introduction. 
The alterations included a stronger 
sump guard, a height addition to the 
Hydrolastics, altered steering ratio, 
reclining seats, new seat material, 

armrests on the front 
specially-built parcel tray 
safety belts. The throttle 
was redesigned for more 
movement, there was a ctT'nnCTPP 

haust bracket mounting, 
sealing and the electrical fuel 
was moved into the boot for 
protection on Australian 
speedometer cable was 
for easier travel, a recessed 
plug fitted to the fuel tank, the 
was redesigned (the English 
proving to be weak) and an 
hole for pumping the spare 
was made in the boot. 

After the first cars had been 
ning for some months in 
it was found necessary to 
fUrther than this, and the 
produced a far better 
its English eq 
engineers changed the ele,ctr·1C& 
pump to a mechanical unit, 
double engine mount to the 



Interior cooling is operated by three fingertip con
trols to give a variety of conditions. It works excep
tionaUy well. 

Austin's boot is larger than it looks, with fiat fioor 
and spare underneath. Car is also remarkably dust
proof everywhere. 

hand side, altered the clutch design, 
fitted a camshaft with greater en
gine torque characteristics, designed 
yet another sump guard, made a 
new Galvabond exhaust system to 
resist corrosion, fitted softer rubber 
universal joints for added quietness, 
installed new 011 control rings, a 
bonnet lock and added a wood strip 
to the facia. Finally, a better and 
quieter brake booster was installed, 
a wiper motor with more power was 
used and a higher grade of carpet 

Body styling is the giant land crab 
variety, and could not be called 
handsome. Hawever, the 1800 has 
many compensating habits. 

laid on the floor. Enter the Austra
lian Austin 1800. 

The automatic transmission, the 
Borg-Warner type 35, is used on 
more than 90 different models of 
cars, and has a proven record. But 
in fitting it to the Austin 1800's 
east-west engine design, BMC was 
the first to apply It to a front-
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wheel-drive car. The selector lever 
and gate for the automatic is 
mounted on the facia to the right 
of the steering wheel, and is easily 
pOSitioned by the fingertips. The 
movement is light and precise, but 
the car should be completely stopped 
when changing from forward to re
verse otherwise a decided clunk 
comes as the transmission takes up. 
It can be used in either low range 
and switching to Drive when the 
speed is right, or held in either gear 
for hills or towing. Most people, 
however, will prefer to leave it in 
drive and leave the changing de
cision to the transmission. 

A standard 9~ in. torque converter 
is used between the engine and 
transmission in place of the con
ventional flywheel !lnd clutch, but 
the converter assembly has been 
made U in. shorter overall. This 
was achieved by a shorter spigot 
locating the converter into the 
crankshaft and moving the mount-

ing flange to the outside diameter 
of the converter. The impeller hub 
for driving the oil pump has also 
been shortened. 

Drive is taken from the crank
shaft through a driveplate to the 
torque converter and the oil pump 
(which supplies hydraulic pressure 
for transmission and lubrication) 
then, by means of a Hy-Vo chain, 
the drive is transmitted to the 
planetary gearset mounted under
neath and in line with the crank
shaft. This eliminates the idler gear 
(normally found between the en
gine and gearbox) making a more 
compact drive line possible. 

The Hy-Vo chain (derived from 
"high velocity" - and "involute") 
combines the speed capabilities of 
high-speed gears with the smooth
ness of a belt drive. Although the 
transmission is assembled as a unit 
with the engine, it is isolated from 
the engine sump by a "ceiling" over 
the planetary gearset so that engine 

-~-~--------~:=;;==~ 
Gutsy but elderly four is finding it a bit strained with a Borg-Warner 
to haul, but tows the car along quite well at high cruising speeds. 

Dash layout is clean and junctional, with good sajety thinking. Leg 
room jront and rear is astounding. Note also good, wide brake pedal. 

· and transmission oils are separated. 
When the car is used as fully 

automatic in the Drive position, the 
transmission will start in first, 
change to second gear at about 10 
mph and to third at about 15 mph 
on a light throttle. Of course, these 
speed change points can be lifted 
according to the amount of throttle. 
It can go as high as first to second 
at 40 mph and second to third at 
around 58 mph. 

Contrary to the opinion of some, 
the 1800's handling has altered with 
the automatic transmission. In fac t, 
a little experience with the car will 
give you better conrol than with 
the manual transmission. The left 
foot, of course, is free to brake at 
any time. Thus, a driver familiar 
with the car can brake, corner and 
accelerate out of a corner somewhat 
faster than the normal manual car. 
However, some readers may well 
have not driven the manual pre
viously, so allow us to explain. The 
manual 1800 suffered some dip when 
changing gear - not badly enough 
to worry about, but the soft clutch 
and long throw of the gearlever 
give a moment of inertia when the 
nose dips during the change then 
lifts again as the power is applied. 
Similarly, there is some diagonal 
lurch involved. 

However, the very smooth change 
of the automatic doesn't give the 
nose a chance to dip as the power 
is applied constantly. This also 
applies when changing into and out 
of corners; the car retains a steadi
ness that the manual never quite 
achieves no matter how careful the 
driver is. 

As v,'e have said before, the Aus
tin 1800 is one of the best long
distance cars around. ,And the 
automatic hasn't altered this 
fact one bit. The car retains 
its many comfortable features 
such as reclining seats, camping 
body and well-placed armrests, to
gether with heater/ de mister, wind
screen washers and radio, power
assisted disc brakes, Hydrolastic sus
pension and rust-proof body. 

The price of the automatic 1800 
is $2625 tax paid in capital cities. 
This is $260 more than the manual 
transmission car, which continues 
unchanged and of which sales now 
average about 1000 units a month 
after only 24 months on the market. 

Women will enjoy the ease of 
driving the automatic 1800, men will 
revel in the fun of playing with 
left foot braking and so on. How
ever, unlike the MiniMatic and 1100 
Automatic, the 1800 cannot be 
operated as a manual gearbox as 
well as an automatic. 

But for heaven's sake, you 
have everything. 



TECHNICAL DETAILS 

MAKE ..... ... .... .. .. .... . Austin COLOR .... _ ... __ marine blue 
MODEL ............. ....................... 1800 MILEAGE START .... _....... ·2188 
BODY TYPE 4-door sedan FINISH ................ _ .... _........ 2371 
OPTIONS ............................. radio WEIGHT ........... _ .... _ 22.5 cwt 
PRI CE .... _................................ $2620 

FUEL CONSUMPTION: 
Overall ...... .. .. ........ ...... ... ................. ..... ..... ................. ..... 19 mpg 
Cruising ..... .. ........ .. ..... ... ................ .. .. ............... 2!:~3 mpg 

TEST CONDITIONS: 
Weather, fine. Surface, bitumen bonded gravel. Load, 
two persons. Fuel, premium grade. 

PERFORMANCE 

Piston speed at max bhp ......... ............ . 3030 ft/ min 
Top gear mph per 1000 rpm .. .. ........... 17.4 mph 
Engine rpm at max speed .... ......... ... 4900 rpm 
Engine rpm at cruising speed 4000 at 70 mph 
Lbs (laden) per gross bhp (power to weight) 30 

MAXIMUM SPEEDS: 
Fastest run ................... .. 
Average of all runs ................. . 

..................... 86.0mph 
.............. 85.5mph 

... .. .... .. .. ... 92mph Speedometer indication fastest run 
In gears: 

1st, 34 mph; 2nd, 61 mph; 3rd, 85 mph. 

ACCELERATION: 
Through gears: 
0-30mph ..... .. ................ .. ... ..................................... . 
0-40mph ... ........................... ... .. ...................... .. .... . 
0-50mph ............. ... .. .. .......................................... .. 
0-60mph ......... .. ......... .. .............. .. .......... ....... .. ... ... . .. 
0-70 mph ..... ............ .... ............ ..... .... ... ..... .. ... ........ . 

6.0 secs 
9.3 secs 

13.5 sees 
18.2 secs 
29.0 secs 
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.ELAPSEO TIME IN SECONDS 

2nd gear 
20-40 mph .... ... .. .............. .. ...... .. . 7.0 secs 
30-50 mph ........ ...... .. .. .... ....... .. .. 8.0 sees 
40-60 mph .......... ..................... .... 9.7 secs 

STANDING QUARTER MILE: 

3rd gear 
9.3 secs 

11.3 secs 
12.8 secs 

Fastest run ... .. . .............. ...... ......... ..... .. .. .. ................ 21.9 secs 
Average of all runs ....... .. .... . 22.1 sees 
SPEEDOMETER ERROR: 
Indicated mph: 30 40 50 60 70 
Actual mph: 29.0 38.0 48.5 57.0 66.5 

SPECIFICATIONS 
ENGINE: 
Cylinders ...... .. ..... ..... ....... .. ... ... . .... .. . ............ .... ... four in line 
Bore and stroke ....... ............... 80.26 mm by 88.90 m m 
Cubic capacity ..................... .............. ... ............... 1798 cc 
Compression ratio ........... .. .. ...... .. ......... .. .............. 8.2 to 1 
Valves .. .. ... .. .. ..................................... push rod overhead 
Carburettor .. ... ............. ......... .... .. . single Ii in. SU HS6 
Power at rpm .. ............ .............. .. .. .. .. .. 84 bhp at 5300 rpm 
Torque at rpm ... ... ............. ................ 99lb/ f t at 2500 rpm 

TRANSMISSION: 
Type ..... ............... ..................... Borg Warner 35 auto 
Gear lever location .... . .................. ........ . facia , far r igh t 

DIRECT RATIO: 
1st ................ ..... ..... .. .... ................. .. ....... 2.39 
2nd ...... .. ........... ... ... .............. .. ..... ....... ... .. 1.45 
3rd ............ ..................... .. ..... .................... 1.0 
Final drive ..................... .... .. .... ..... 3.94 to 1 

CHASSIS and RUNNING GEAR: 
Construction .......... ... ...... .... ............. .... .... ....... ...... .... . unitary 
Suspension front .. .... ..... .. .. .. ................. ... ......... Hydrolastic 
Suspension rear ...... .. ......... ..... ........ ........ Hydrolastic 
Steering type .. .. ........ ............ .. .. .. ....... . . rack and pinion 
Turns I to I .. ... .. .. ........... .. ........................ ...... ........... .... 3.8 
Turning circle ...... .... .. ........... ................... ..... .... .. ... .. . 35 ft 
Brakes type ... ... .. ... .................. .. .... . disc front, drum r ear 
Dimensions ............ .. .. ... .. ........ ......... 9.25 in. dia/ 9 in. dia 
Friction area ......... .................... .. ................. ........ 282 sq in. 

DIMENSIONS: 
Wheelbase .............. ...... ................. .. .................. ....... 8 ft 10 in. 
Track, front .. .. ...... ... ..... ............. .... ........ ... .. .. ........ 4 ft 8& in. 
Track, rear ............... ................. ............ .... . ........... 4 ft 7~ in. 
Length .. .. ..... .... .... .. ... ..... .. ..... .. ...... ....... .. ...... ........... 13 ft 81 in. 
Height .. .. ....... ...... .. .............. .. ....... .. .. ........ .. .... ..... .. ..... 4 ft 4~ in. 
Width .................................... .. .............................. .. .. 5 ft 7 in. 
Fuel tank capacity .. ........ ... ................. .. .. . ... .. . . 10.75 gals 

TYRES: 
Size ....................... .. ........... ........ .. .... .. ...... .................... 175 by 13 
Make on test car ... ..... ........ .. ...... .... .. Olympic GT Radial 

GROUND CLEARANCE: 
Registered .................. .. ................... .. .. ... ... ................... 6~ in. 
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